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M~Gill University, Montreal. 

Dear Miss Cameron: 

PATHOLOGIST 

August 23, 1922. 

Will you do me the great favour to look in the 1543 vesalius 

which Sir William Osler gave to the Library, and see if by any possibility it 

contains a date either of purchase or of his donation. I have an undated letter 

which refers to it, and hope I may get the clue from you. 

Will you please write below, on this same sheet, so as to save us both 

trouble. 

Very sincerely~- .. ~ 

"-._/V~ Lj~ 

EXTRACT FP.OL H0'.1.E o:T T'9:= FIRST :DITio:: OF V S.ALIUS ,1543 . 

"I am Fl ad to be able to send this beaµtiful copy 
of the first edition to the ljbrary of my old 
school, ir.. which anaton:7 has always been studied 
in the Ve.salian spirit - with accuracy and thorouP-h
ness . 

(Signed) 
.!illiar1 Osler. 

ROME, 1.!A.RCH 9th.19O9 • 
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Note on t1-ie first edition of the Anatomy of Vecalius, 1543. 

In itself, for what it contains, but still more for what it 
did, the Humani Corporis l!1a.brica is one of the great books of the 
world with whjoh in the literature of medicine only De Motor du 
0ordis bf Harvey is to be oomparea. ~~The one revolutionized anatomy, 
the other created modern physiology. Tiis work of Vesalius is the 
first modern treatise on anatomy, based upon dissection of the hu
man body. To appreciate the ex"traordinary character of the des
criptions of the plates, they must be compared with contemporary 
works. Vesalius really described the body as we know it, for the 
first time fully, and for the first time accurately. It is diffi
cult to say whether in text or figure the departure from the ana~
omy of the day is more striking. There are grave mistakes of 
omission and comission, but they appear insignificant in a volume 
full of such important contributions. To the middle of the six
teenth century anatomy was taught from the writings of Galen, not 
from what was seen in tne aocasional public dissections. From 
what the great master has written there was no appeal, and the 
veneration with which his works were regarded, was to a gospel 
like the feeling men have towards tne sacred scriptures, Imagine 
the surprise and consternation of the easy-toing old professors, 
who held the chairs of anatomy, to have a huge volume thrust into 
their hands, filled from cover to cover with descriptions and 
figures with which they were unfamiliar, and written by a young 
man of 28! Headed by his old teacher, Sylvius, a storm of 
opposition soon raged and a vindication of Galen was attempted, 
but it was soon found that the old anatomy, correct enough in 
place was largely that of swine, dogs, and monkeyx, while the 
Humani corporis fabrica contained descriptions and figures for 
human dissection. To understand a phenomon n, almost unique 
in the history science, of a revolution of this character effected 
by so young a man we must remember from boyhood Vesalius had had 
a perfect passion for dissecting. After devoting his energies to 
the anatomy of the domestic animals, he robbed graveyards and 
gallows for human skeletons, while as early as 1536-37, as prosector 
to Sylvius and'iuin.Terus of Paris, he had opportunities to dissect 
the human body. His reputation must have been remarkable, as at 
the age of 23 he was appointed professor at Padua, one of the leading 
schools of Europe. The de fabrica remains a monument of human 
effort, one of the greatest in the hi_story of our profession. 

I am glad to send this beautiful copy of the first edition 
to the library of my old school, in which anatomy has always been 
studied in the Vesalian spirit with accuracy and thoroughness. 

(W. Osler). 
Rome, March 9th 1909. 
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